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Abstract: Despite that a wealth of evidence links striatal dopamine to individualś reward learning per-
formance in non-social environments, the neurochemical underpinnings of such learning during social
interaction are unknown. Here, we show that the administration of 300 mg of the dopamine precursor
L-DOPA to 200 healthy male subjects influences learning about a partners’ prosocial preferences in a
novel social interaction task, which is akin to a repeated trust game. We found learning to be modulated
by a well-established genetic marker of striatal dopamine levels, the 40-bp variable number tandem re-
peats polymorphism of the dopamine transporter (DAT1 polymorphism). In particular, we found that
L-DOPA improves learning in 10/10R genoype subjects, who are assumed to have lower endogenous stri-
atal dopamine levels and impairs learning in 9/10R genotype subjects, who are assumed to have higher
endogenous dopamine levels. These findings provide first evidence for a critical role of dopamine in
learning whether an interaction partner has a prosocial or a selfish personality. The applied pharmaco-
genetic approach may open doors to new ways of studying psychiatric disorders such as psychosis, which
is characterized by distorted perceptions of others’ prosocial attitudes.
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL 
 
Reinforcement learning models 
Q - learning model (QL). Subjects’ learning about the partners´ prosocial preferences was 
modeled within the framework of reinforcement learning (RL) [1]. The potential transfers a 
player A can make define his choice options. The subjective value Q  of each transfer option 
i  can be thought of as representing the expected return from player B. The probability of 
choosing a specific choice option is defined by  
pi,t =
eθQi ,t
eθQi ,t∑
           (1) 
where the sensitivity parameter θ , with 0.01 < θ  < 3, specifies how deterministically player 
A  will choose the option with the highest subjective value. Whereas a large value for 
θ implies that the option with the highest subjective value will be chosen with a high 
probability, a low value for θ  indicates that even options with a low subjective value will be 
chosen with a substantial probability.  
As part of the learning process, the subjective values Qi,t of the transfers i  in trial t  are 
updated, using the Rescorla-Wagner delta rule [2]:  
Qi,t+1 = Qi,t + α D(i)δQi ,t         (2) 
where α  represents the learning rate, with 0 < α   < 1,  δQi ,t  represents the prediction 
error, and D(i)  represents an indicator function that takes the value 1 if transfer i  was 
chosen and a value of 0 otherwise. The prediction error δQi ,t  is defined as the difference 
between the subjective value Qi,t  and the actual return Ri,t  
δQi ,t = Ri,t − Qi,t          (3) 
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This way transfers that yield a positive return will lead to an increase in the subjective value 
associated with that particular transfer. On the other hand, a transfer that leads to an 
omission of returns will lead to a decrease in the subjective value of that transfer. 
Q - learning model using fictitious prediction errors (QLF). Since player Bs´ decisions were 
recorded previously, player As´ transfers cannot influence the likelihood that player Bs will 
make a back transfer. Player As are informed about this fact and were thus able to calculate 
the hypothetical returns had they made a different decision in a given trial. For example, a 
player A who receives a return of 4 MUs following a transfer of 2 MUs can infer that he 
would have gotten 20 MUs if he had transferred 10 MUs in this round. Thus, player As can 
determine all potential payoffs in a round using a fictitious prediction error [3,4,5]. 
Accordingly, player A would update the subjective value of all transfer options and not only 
of the chosen transfer. To represent this counterfactual learning process, the indicator 
function D(i) of Equation 1 has to take a value of 1 for all transfers.  
Initialization of Q values. To represent the decision makers’ initial subjective values of the 
transfers, the initial Q-values were set such that the Q-value for the first chosen transfer 
was largest and equal to the transferred amount. For example, if the decision maker 
transferred 5 MU in the first round, the Q-value for a transfer of 5 MU was set to a value of 
5. All other transfer options received lower Q-values according to a normal distribution with 
a mean set at the initially transferred amount v and a standard deviation set to the observed 
mean standard deviation of the first transfer across all participants, which was SDobserved = 
3.22. Accordingly the initial Q-values for all transfer options i  were determined by 
Qi,t = v ⋅ N(i, sdobserved ) / N(v, sd observed )       (4) 
where N(.) represents the probability density function of the normal distribution. We used 
this procedure to represent the decision maker’s initial preferences for specific transfers. 
The procedure has the advantage that the predicted learning process only represents how 
the decision maker changes his initial preferences. 
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Parameter estimates and data fitting. The free parameters of the models were estimated 
following a maximum likelihood approach. The best parameter values were searched for 
using a grid-search, with a step size of .01 for α  and θ . The grid-search is computationally 
time demanding, but it guarantees the optimal parameter estimates (by avoiding local 
maxima problems of other search algorithms). The best parameters minimized the deviance 
[6]:  
D = −2 ln L           (5) 
where ln L  represents the log-likelihood of the data across all trials given the model and its 
parameter values.  
Model comparison. To find the model that is best in describing the observed learning 
process, we compared the models by their Bayesian information criterion (BIC) [7], which is 
a model comparison criterion that takes the models’ fit and complexity into account. We 
determined BIC differences by computing the differences between the BIC value of a 
baseline model and those of all other models. The baseline model was defined as a model 
making random choices that chooses each transfer option with a probability of 1/11. A 
model that does not do better than the naïve baseline model should be considered as an 
implausible model describing the observed learning process. According to [7], BIC 
differences above 6 indicate strong evidence and BIC differences above 10 indicate very 
strong evidence to favor a model compared to the baseline model. The results of the model 
selection process are shown below (fig. S2). 
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Results 
Quantification of choice sensitivity. The sensitivity parameter theta of the model has an 
arbitrary scale. For a more intuitively understandable interpretation of θ , we express the 
impact of the sensitivity parameter by reporting the estimated average probability with 
which a player A chooses a transfer option with the highest subjective value given the 
estimated sensitivity parameter. This can be derived by averaging the estimated 
probabilities of choosing the transfer option with the highest subjective value, given the 
best fitting value of θ  and the respective Q-values (see equation 1). In line with the 
sensitivity parameter reported in the main text, we found an interaction of L-DOPA and 
player As’ DAT1 genotype on the estimated probability of choosing the transfer option with 
the highest subjective value (F 1,89 = 4.399, P < 0.039, Figure S1). 
Model selection. Average BIC differences indicate very strong evidence of favoring the Q-
learning model using fictitious prediction errors (QLF) to the ordinary Q-learning model and 
the baseline model (Figure S2).  
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